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Brief History

The Caltech archives were formally established in 1968 to serve as the collective
memory of the California Institute of Technology.

Scope and Coverage

The Image Archive by California Institute of Technology has in its collection of over
ten thousand images representing Caltech’s history and the people who have made
and continue to make it. The Archives' unique research collections in the history of

science and technology range from the time of Copernicus to today.

Kind of Information

The Image Archive includes historic and contemporary photographs of people and
places, reproductions of historic scientific artifacts and art, and illustrations drawn
from Caltech’s exceptional rare book collection in the history of science.
Featured Image Collections by California Institute of Technology:
Caltech Image Collection: The online Image Archive, formerly known as PhotoNet,
consists of more than 10,000 images, and it continues to grow. Original historic and
contemporary photographs from Institute life are found here, as are documentary
photos of artifacts, fine art, and rare books in their collections. Caltech history photos
include most faculty and many staff members, trustees, notable visitors and other
affiliated persons, along with buildings, laboratories, events, and student activities.
The Rare Books Collection: This collection holds more than 250 images drawn
from their library of first editions of Copernicus, Johann Bayer, Tycho Brahe,
Kepler, Galileo, Hevelius, Newton, and many others from the Scientific Revolution
era. Holdings also include early printed accounts of earthquakes beginning in 1531,
early works of cartography, and a complete set of R. A. Ackermann’s Microcosm of
London (1808).
Science and Technology Collection: This collection provides science and
technology images. These photographs document historic laboratory instruments,
many of them unique to Caltech.
Fine Art Collection: This collection provides fine art images in the history of
science. These include reproductions of period portraits of scientists from the Earnest
C. Watson collection, cartographic prints, and a rare set of Japanese folkloric prints
on earthquakes donated by George W. Housner.

Special Features
 Basic and advanced search facilities are provided to find the images.

Basic Search bar

Advanced Search bar

 Title, Abstract and ID number of every images are also provided with every
images.

 Users can skip easily from one page to another using this below page selection
options. They can easily skip from page 1 to page 5 by a click on

.

 Users can refine their search using issued date, created date, topic of images etc.

Arrangement Pattern

All the images are arranged categorically.
As for example,

Remarks

Images may be used in projects by scholars and researchers with permission. Visitors
need to use the Archives Request System (The Caltech Archives Request System
allows to register and have materials retrieved for viewing. Through users account,
they can also place duplication orders, request materials for special activities such as
class visits, see their user history, and update personal information.) to place an order
or to schedule an appointment. When ordering an image, please be sure to state the
ID number.

Comparable Tools

 ArenaPAL Performing Arts Images ( http://www.arenapal.com/cms/)
 Frick Art Reference Library Photoarchive
( http://www.frick.org/research/photoarchive)
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